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INTRODUCTIO

LithoHero is software designed to collect, record
and display sedimentological and stratigraphic
data during fieldwork and core description activities. LithoHero can be used to describe outcrops or
cores. It provides a friendly and comfortable interface that easily adapts to tablets and smartphones
running Android (5.0 or higher). It uses the Global
Positioning System (GPS) and the camera located
included in the device. Data can be exported as CSV
(Coma separated values), as LAS (Log ASCII Standard), and as images.
This document outlines the functionality of the application and recommends common workflows that
facilitate the operation. The basic LithoHero application is free. However, there are optional features
available as a family of applications. The following
table describes the features provided by each of the
available LithoHero version.
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LithoHero
Free

LithoHero
Outcrop

LithoHero
Core

Litho
professional

Cost (USD)

Free

no

no

no

Shows an outcrop descripton example

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Shows a core descripton example

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Only 1

Yes

Only 1

Yes

Create a new core task

No

No

Yes

Yes

Add samples information

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Export a PNG output

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Use devcice camera

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Import external pictures

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Export a CSV output

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Export to LAS format

No

No

No

Yes

Features

Create a new outcrop task
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DESCRIPTIO

Disclaimer

The internal GPS located in the device can be used
to automatically set the location of all information
loaded in the app, which is recorded as latitude and
longitude. Everyone heading into the hills needs
to learn how to read a map, and be able to navigate effectively with a paper map and a traditional
conventional magnetic compass, especially in poor
visibility conditions. Geostrato accepts no liability or
loss, resulting from the use or misuse of this product.
The application is highly demanding in terms of
device resources. It is recommended to hold a spare
battery or a portable charger (power bank) to allow
long usage periods.
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Definitions

Task: New project/assignment.
Record: Interval of the geological description defined
by a certain base and top.
Pointer: Horizontal red line located in the screen.

Main Menu

In this menu the user can see two types of task exambutton. Pressing the
button will
ples and a
let the user start a new task. In the next menu the user
can select between Core and Outcrop.
Once you have chosen between Core or Outcrop, it is
required to enter a complete name and a short name
for the task. The next step consists on setting up the
length of the column. In order to complete this action,
the user must fill in the depth of the base and top
of the new task. In the case of outcrops, if the user
don’t know the final thickness an approximate value
can be entered. This value can be later modified as
required.
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Side Panel

The Side Panel can be opened from any task using
the navigation icon or by swiping from the left edge
of the screen. It is possible to navigate between the
following options:
Task properties: Allows changing the name of the
task. It is possible to change the depths of the task
by altering its base and top.
View preferences: Shows or hides the header.
Im port pictures: Allow to add detailed pictures or
core intervals photographs to the task.
Edit Pictures: Allows the edition of the pictures
included in the task.
Edit Samples: Allows the edition of the samples
added to the task.
Export: Exports the task as CSV, LAS or images.
Delete Task: Current task can be deleted using
this option.
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Starting a New Task

To start a new task, the user must press the
button and choose between Core and Outcorp. It is
required to insert a name, short name, a base depth,
and a top depth. After completing all parameters,
button will confirm the creation. In the task
the
explorer interface, the user can navigate around it by
dragging the finger. To zoom in or zoom out, use two
fingers.

Creating a New Record

After creating the new task, it is possible to add new
information. To create a new record, press the
button. By default LihoHero considers that the base
of the new record equals to the top of the closestlower record. If there are no previous records, the
base of the first record will be the base of the column.
The top of the new record will be your actual position
in the column (red horizontal line or pointer).
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Changing base and top of an existing record

Once in the record edition interface, it is possible
to adjust the record's depths by pressing the
button.

This action will open a new menu where the user can
edit the depths of base and top. In the case of an
outcrop, the user can choose between three different measuring methods: metric ruler, Jacob Staff,
and bed thickness. The user can also auto adjust
the bed depths by pressing the Stick Next or Stick
Previous buttons. These buttons modify the depths of
the record adjusting them to the nearest lower and
upper records (if any).
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Record Properties
Lithology tab
This option concerns to the lithological aspects of the
new record. The user can choose between different
types of basal boundaries, three different lithologies,
log profile, sorting and HCL reaction.
The Copy previous record button allows the user to
copy all information (except the notes) of the closest
lower record in the new record. This feature helps
the user to accelerate the description in the case of
repeated similar bed or bedset.
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Features tab
This option allows the user to enter information about
sedimentary structures, body fossils, trace fossils,
accessories, and bioturbation degree.
Each selected feature will be represented in the
graphical log by an icon or a line. All the selected
features will be associated with the record. When a
record is deleted, all marked features are deleted too.

Architecture tab
In this option the user can specify the different aspects
about how beds and bedsets are arranged in space.
The user can describe the geometry, stacking pattern,
and grain-size trends of beds and bedsets.
In the case of repeated beds, the user can describe
multiple similar layers in a single record. Additionally, it is possible to describe heterolithic beds (up to
two different lithologies). The user can specify the
quantity or thickness of the different sub-layers. The
software will draw the heterolithic beds in the specific record according to the description. It is remarkable that main and subordinate lithologies should
be previously loaded in the lithology tab. The multiple layer tool is very useful for the fast description
of monotonous successions of thin beds (e.g. TBT,
thin bedded turbidites).
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Measurements tab
The measurements tab allow to load additional information concerning to the task, like the litostratigraphic
unit (formation). In the case of a core, it is possible
to add drilling data such as run, box ID and the total
number of boxes. In the case of outcrop description,
it is possible to load structural data like dip direction

Outcrop example:
measurements tab
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and dip angle, GPS data from the device, external
GPS data, and a paleocurrent value. The paleocurrent direction will be displayed on the graphical log.

Deleting a record

In the case that the user decides to delete a record, it
is required to point the interest area. After the record
is selected using the pointer, the user should press
button and then Delete.
the

Importing pictures

Core example:
measurements tab

Notes tab
In this tab the user can add notes to the record.

The user can import pictures in the current task by
selecting the import pictures option in the Side Panel.
This option will let the user search and import a set
of segment pictures (in the case of core description)
or detailed pictures (in outcrop or core descriptions)
from the device. The application will import all the
pictures contained inside a selected folder. It is highly
recommended to edit and manipulate the selected
pictures before importing them. Two types of pictures are accepted: Segment pictures require top and
base depth as file name.
All images will be stored in the folder for the task,
named with the short name of the task; inside the
LithoHero folder, in the device storage. The software
will access these files, so the folder created by the
user will be no longer needed. That feature helps the
user to store all the information in the same folder.
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Segment pictures are useful as a reference during core
description activities, so it is highly recommended to
import all segment pictures before starting with the
core description. The imported images will be displayed directly on the screen. A valid segment picture
name is 1825.30-1826.20.jpg (only positive values),
where the first value is the top depth and the second
value is the base depth. Both base and top of the
segment image will be obtained from its name.
The procedure to import the core segment pictures
includes: 1) create a folder in the device storage with
all the segment pictures to import (with a valid name
and format), 2) select the import segment pictures
option(as explained above), 3) find and open the
folder where the images are stored, 4) press the blue
button to import them. Note that loading a new set of
core segment pictures will delete the previous one
(if any). This allows to alternate between UV and DL
pictures as required.
The segment images will be saved in a folder named
segment_pictures.
Detailed pictures are a set of external pictures that will
be located at a single depth value. In either case, the
added pictures must be named in a particular format
before imported. A valid name is -88.66.jpg (positive
values for outcrops). The import process can handle

the depth value that includes a sign. The position of
detailed pictures will be shown in the screen as an
icon located at the selected depth. The value will be
obtained from the name of the file.
The procedure to import external detailed pictures
includes: 1) create a folder in the device storage with
all detailed pictures to import (with a valid name and
format), 2) select the import detailed pictures option(as
explained above), 3) find and open the folder where
the images are stored, 4) press the blue button to
import them. Note that loading a new set of detailed
pictures will not delete the previous ones. Another way
of adding pictures to the column is to use the built in
device camera. Simply tap the button to access to the
camera and take a photograph. The taken picture will
be added in the record at the pointer position and indicated with an icon in the column. The detail images
will be saved in a folder named detail_pictures.
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Editing and deleting pictures

Pictures can be edited at any moment. The user can
Edit Pictures opperform this action pressing the
tion in the Side panel. To delete a picture, press the
button in the action bar.

Adding samples to the column

The user can add information related to samples
button in the action bar. This action
pressing the
will open a new interface that will let the user give a
name to the sample, select the type of sample, and
add complementary notes. The depth of the sample
will correspond to the pointer position. To confirm the
button and an
information is required to press the
icon will appear at the sample position.
Samples can be edited at any moment, just tap the
Edit Samples option from the Side panel. To delete
in the action bar.
a sample, press
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Exporting data
Exporting a task
The user can export a task selecting the Export option
in the side panel. There are three options available.
The user can Export task as CSV (Comma Separated
Values), Export task as LAS (Log ASCII Standard),
or Create LithoHero Report. All exported data will be
saved in a folder that will be named using the short
name of the task. The mentioned folder is located in
the internal device storage, inside LithoHero folder.
Exporting task as CSV
CSV files will be saved in a folder named CSV_
exports. The name of the exported files will contain
the date and time of the export.
Exporting task as LAS
LAS files will be saved in a folder named LAS_exports. Before exporting, the user should select a prefered name and the X and Y coordinates. By default
the original task name is suggested. The name of the
exported files will contain the date and time of the
export.
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Creating a report
Report files will be saved in a folder named LithoHero_Report. If the folder exists, all previous information
will be deleted. Prior information must be saved in
a different folder if the user does not wish to lose it.
Before exporting, a scale factor must be selected, in
a range between 20 and 500. During the exporting,
it is advised that the device is not used since it may
interfere with the process. When exportation finishes,
the report will be shown to the user.
The LithoHero_Report folder will contain a HTML file,
named 0_Report taskName.html and two extra folders. If the user wishes to see the report on any other
device or computer, it can simply do so by copying
the entire LithoHero_Report folder into the new device. The user will be able to access the report by
opening the HTML file. This way, this report can be
open from any device that can open an HTML file,
most commonly using a web browser.
.
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How to make a PDF File?
You can convert the HTML report to PDF using the
printer service available directly in the smartphone.
This pdf files will contain several pages according to
page configuration.
To compress all the report into one page you can do
it in Adobe Acrobat Pro. Go to Tools/Pages/ more insertions options/ Add to PDF from web page. Then
you have to select the html file and set in Configuration/Page presentation, a personalized page with a
width and height of your choice.
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QUESTION

Pictures can be deleted from the Edit Pictures option
in the Side Panel. Samples can be deleted from the
Edit Samples option in the Side Panel. Please refer to
the Deleting a record, Importing pictures, or Adding
samples to the column sections for more information.
How do I export data?
In order to export a task the user must select the
Export option in the side panel. After selecting this
option a new menu will open, in this menu the user
must select between Export task as CSV (Comma
Separated Values), Export task as LAS (Log ASCII
Standard), or Create Report. The user can also
and
export screenshots pressing the button
selecting Save screen as image. Please refer to the
Exporting section for more information.

Frequently Asked Questions
How do I change the task name?
In order to change the name of the task, it is required
to press Task properties in the Side Panel.
How do I delete data?
Active projects can be deleted by pressing the Delete
Task button on the Side Panel. Records can be deleted by positioning the pointer in the interest zone and
and then pressing Delete.
pressing the button

System Requirements
LithoHero runs on any device that supports Android
5.0 or higher. Since the application is highly demanding in terms of resources, the user should have a
spare battery or a portable charger (power bank) for
long usage periods.
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APPENDIX

Importing data into Petrel® Software
Platform

LithoHero can export the collected data into Petrel®
Software Platform. Either outcrop or core tasks can
be exported. All information is presented in 5 different files that contain the well heads, lithology, type
of boundaries, erosion profile, and observations. The
format of the files is compatible with Petrel®.
The Wellheads.txt file contains the task name that will
be used by Petrel®, and the geographical coordinates. This file should be imported first. The Lithology
ASCII file shows the percentages of lithologies ordered by depth values. The Contact ASCII file contains
the depth and type of each boundary (sharp, transitional and erosive). The Erosion Profile ASCII file represents the Selley Profile, according to the difference
in the grain sizes between lithologies. Finally, the
information related to structures, accessories, fossils,
traces and bioturbation will be saved as a comment
in the Comments ASCII file.
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The process of importing data to Petrel® is the same
for core or outcrop tasks. The user will find the required files in the folder located at \LithoHero\TaskName\
LAS_exports\. All file names are generated using the
time and date information allowing the user to contain
multiple export sets in the same folder.

Figure A1: Left image: LithoHero exported image file. Right image: Petrel® logs.
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Importing Well heads into Petrel®

The process of importing data into Petrel® will lead
to a better user experience if the well head file is
imported first. The file contains the name of the well
heads and it will be use to import the rest of the information. To import Well heads .txt file into Petrel® the
user must follow this sequence:
Import file option. An import panel
1. Select the
will appear.
2. Select the ASCII File and choose the correct
type of file. In this case Well heads (*.*) type should
be selected.
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Importing Lithology into Petrel® and Creating Summation Tracks

To import the Lithology ASCII file into Petrel® the user
must follow this sequence:
Import file option. An import panel
1. Select the
will appear.
2. Select the ASCII file and make sure to choose the
correct type of file. In this case the user must select
Well logs (ASCII)(*.*) type.
3. In the Import well logs panel select Specify logs to be
loaded option.
Force table fill tab and in the Property
4. Click on
template column change the general template for the
Percent template.
Well section
5. To create the Summation track, go to
Summation track in
template settings and select
Add new object option.
6. Insert the logs that will be used for the track. It is
important to order logs in the correct position using
the “up arrow” and “down arrow” options.
7. To color-fill the summation log, select in the DefiniAuto-generate fills option. In the Curve
tion tab the
filling tab the user can select the color and pattern for
each lithology.
8. In the Style tab it is possible to choose the Value
label for the summation log. The values can be absolute, cumulative, or both.
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Importing Contacts into Petrel®

To import the ASCII File into Petrel® the user must
follow this sequence:
1. In the case of first time import, the user must create
New well tops folder.
a
2. Import the ASCII File by right clicking on the Well
Import (on selection).
tops folder and select
3. The Import panel will appear and the user must
select the ASCII File and make sure to choose the
correct type of file, in this case Petrel® well tops
(ASCII)(*.*) type should be used.
4. The user will see three horizons named as contacts
(Sharp, Transitional, and Erosive) inside the Well tops
folder.
5. The user must select the type of horizon in the Horizon settings windows.

Note: In the ASCII File, it is important to check that
the type of contact appears in the column corresponding to the Surface Template.
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Importing Erosion Profile into Petrel®

In order to import the Erosion Profile ASCII File into
Petrel® the user must follow this sequence:
Import file option and the Import panel
1. Select the
will appear. The user must select the ASCII File and
make sure to choose the correct type of file, in this
case Well logs (ASCII)(*.*) type should be selected.
2. In the Import well logs panel select Specify logs to
Force table fill option.
be loaded option and click
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Importing Comments into Petrel®

In order to import the Comment ASCII File into Petrel®
the user must the user must follow this sequence:
Import file option and the Import panel
1. Select the
will appear.
2. Select the ASCII File and make sure to choose
the correct type of file, in this case Comment well log
(ASCII)(*.*) type should be selected.

Legal Notice

Petrel® is a registered trademark of Schlumberger
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